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These documents are listed in bibliographic format. The approximate document size is in bold. html identifies hypertext
documents. A short abstract follows each entry.
Documents marked with a  are recommended reading.
A Glossary of Information Warfare Terms provides a background for reading most of the articles below.
Alberts, D.S., "The Unintended Consequences of Information Age Technologies", National Defense University, April 1996.
(html)
Information technologies, by their very nature, create profound change. This paper discusses the implications on
military organizations and the battlefield. Strategies for use of these technologies and information are discussed.
Alberts, D.S., "Defensive Information Warfare", NDU Press Book, National Defense University, August 1996.(html)
An online book best summarized in it's introduction written by Ervin J. Rokke: "In this treatise on defensive
information warfare, Dr. David Alberts reviews one immediate, if narrowly focused challenge. The threat of
information attacks, that is, "attacks on decision makers, the information and information-based processes they rely
on, and their means of communicating their decisions," currently exists. With actual and potential practitioners
covering a broad spectrum of sophistication and resources, it's a phenomenon which cannot be denied. In a very real
sense, a new answer has emerged to a fundamental question in international politics: "What are the capabilities of the
players?"
Allard, K., "Information Operations in Bosnia: A Preliminary Assessment", Strategic Forum, No. 91, Institute for National
Strategic Studies, National Defense University, November 1996.(16 KB)
While not directly addressing issues of information warfare, this paper does provide a good insight into the use of
information systems and technology in an actual military operation.
Anderson, K.E., "Intelligence-Based Threat Assessments for Information Networks and Infrastructures: A White Paper",
Global Technology Research, Inc., March 11, 1998. (32 KB+graphics)
Few organizations invest in proper risk assessments before implementing controls. Even fewer have the capability to
understand and qualify threats to their information assets in order to accurately assess risk. Furthermore, when
considering risks to information infrastructures, the number, type and variation of threats are overwhelming. This
paper discusses threat assessments and information infrastructures in general, how they relate to risk assessments and
provides an overview of a new model for threat assessment. This threat assessment model identifies potential threats
to networks and information infrastructures which cross organizational and national boundaries where no single
entity, governmental or private, has control or responsibility to protect and secure information and applications.
Vulnerabilities are identified in a systematic way by analyzing specific threat enablers. Using intelligence based
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techniques, these vulnerabilities are prioritizes using specific indications of use and an analysis of the effort and cost
required to exploit them. This model is applicable not only in determining where safeguards and controls are needed
within a network, but can be used by law enforcement and government agencies to better predict threats and
understand where scarce resources should be applied to mitigate potential damage.
Arquilla, J.J. and Ronfeldt, D.F., "Cyberwar and Netwar: New Modes, Old Concepts, of Conflict", Rand Research Review,
Fall 1995.(html 10 KB)
Information conflicts will change both the nature and organization of warfare crossing economic, political and social
boundaries. Future conflicts may not be limited to rival nations, but may include non-state groups either as targets or
aggressors.
Berger, A., "The Low-Tech Side of Information Warfare", Air Chronicles, Contributor's Corner, 1997?. (14 KB)
Discussion of the role of information warfare as an extension of the decision making process (OODA loop) and how it
may be applied against low-tech advisories.
Brewin, B. and Harreld, H., "U.S. Sitting Duck, DOD Panel Predicts", Federal Computer Week, November 11, 1996. (8
KB)
Short article on the release of the Defense Science Board's report on information warfare defense.
Browning, G., "Infowar", GovExec.Com, April 21, 1997. (21 KB)
Discussion of IW scenarios and capabilities with an emphasis on threats to public and military infrastructures.
Buchan, G., "Information War and the Air Force: Wave of the Future? Current Fad?", RAND Issue Paper, March 1996. (83
KB)
An introduction to the current debate and hype surrounding information warfare. The paper continues with the role of
the U.S. Air Force and the broader dimensions as it applies to national security.
Bugliarello, G., "Telecommunications, Politics, Economics and National Sovereignty: A New Game", Airpower Journal,
Spring 1996.(PDF Format)
The fact that telecommunications and information networks cross political and organizational boundaries is a critical
component in understanding infrastructure threats. However, it is often overlooked by policy makers. This paper
discusses this issue and various implications.
Clarke, R., "Extra-Organisational Systems: A Challenge to the Software Engineering Paradigm", IFIP World Congress,
Madrid, September 1992. (44 KB)
A theoretical look at the relationship between organizations. Good for those studying network inter-relationships and
cascading failures. This level of understanding is critical in assessing risk in today's interconnected businesses.
"Cornerstones of Information Warfare". (37 KB)
A U.S. Air Force publication describing "how Air Force doctrine should evolve to accommodate information warfare.
The ultimate goal is a sound foundation on which to base the inevitable changes in organizing, training, equipping,
and employing military forces and capabilities."
Cramer, M.L., "Economic Espionage: An Information Warfare Perspective", Georgia Tech Research Institute. (10 KB)
A short paper defining components of economic espionage.
Crawford, G.A., "Information Warfare: New Roles for Information Systems in Military Operations", Air Chronicles. (69
KB)
Unique discussion of various aspects of information warfare: How does information warfare fit into a commander's
decisions (OODA loop) and components (hardware and software) involved the challenge of controlling a potential
information conflict.
Czerwinski, T.J., "The Third Wave: What the Tofflers Never Told You", Strategic Forum, No. 72, April 1996. (17 KB)
Czerwinski argues that the current Revolution in Military Affairs goes beyond the concept of a "Third Wave" and, in
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fact, the Information Age represents a lose of paradigm.
Defense Science Board, "Report of the Defense Science Board Task Force on Information Warfare-Defense (IW-D)",
November 1996. (html)
An extensive documentation of information warfare with particular attention paid to defense issues. Also, a very good
look at indicator and warning assessments to detect pending attacks.
Department of Transportation, "Emerging Issues in Transportation Information Infrastructure Security", Presented at the
Emerging Issues in Transportation Information Infrastructure Security Conference, May 21, 1996. (28 KB)
A look at the specific threats and recommendations for protecting the U.S. transportation infrastructure.
Devost, M.G., "The Digital Threat: United States National Security and Computers", Presented at the New England Political
Science Association Annual Meeting, Salem, MA, April 22-23, 1994. (52 KB)
Overview and examples of electronic threats which pose a threat to national security.
Devost, M.G., "Political Aspects of Class III Information Warfare: Global Conflict and Terrorism", Presented at the Second
International Conference on Information Warfare, Montreal, January 18-19, 1995. (15 KB)
Review of political issues of information warfare and terrorism and solutions from various political views.
Devost, M.G., "National Security in the Information Age", Masters Thesis, University of Vermont, May 1995. (184 KB)
An in-depth look at the basic aspects of information warfare and the vulnerability of several key infrastructures. Also,
includes a good discussion on the political dimension including attractions and deterrents to the use of IW.
Devost, M.G., Houghton, B.K. and Pollard, N.A., "Information Terrorism: Can You Trust Your Toaster?", Sun Tzu Art of
War in Information Warfare Compendium, Institute for National Strategic Studies, National Defense University, 1997. (27
KB)
A good discussion of computer-based terrorism and its relationship to traditional terrorism and information warfare.
Tools and targets are examined: Terrorist use of information technology as the target and when it is used as a tool to
implement a larger strategy.
Everett, C.B., Dewindt, M. and McDade, S., "The Silicon Spear: An Assessment of Information Based Warfare (IBW) and
U.S. National Security", Sun Tzu Art of War in Information Warfare Compendium, Institute for National Strategic Studies,
National Defense University, 1997. (54 KB)
Information warfare is part of a new Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA) and requires a new model of warfare.
Several key components are discussed including the concept of a quite-war defined as "unattributable strikes which by
their very nature preclude moving further up the conflict spectrum" and Gray Area Phenomena (GAP) "defined as
threats to nation-states by non-states actors and non-governmental processes and organizations".
 Fast, W.R., "Knowledge Strategies: Balancing Ends, Ways and Means in the Information Age", Sun Tzu Art of War in
Information Warfare Compendium, Institute for National Strategic Studies, National Defense University, 1997. (52 KB)
A thought-provoking paper discussing how the information age changes the very definition of national strategic
interests. The effects of an information based society are analyzed in terms of national objectives (ends), the actions
taken to meet those objectives (ways) and methods used (means). This analysis concludes that current institutional
framework is not adequate in an information economy. The author looks at some of the key elements necessary to
redefine national interest and the military requirements to defend them.
Flood, A., "The Peruvian Embassy Siege and What It Tells Us about the Media", April 23, 1997. (34 KB)
Anarchist's view of the use of the Internet during the NRTA's occupation of the Japanese embassy in Peru and the
future role of online information, the media and Netwars in radical and terrorist activities.
Fowler, B.W. and Peterson, D.R., "Induced Fragility in Information Age Warfare", OR/MS Today, Vol. 24, No. 2, April
1997. (26 KB)
Technology, when combined with standard military operations, create new risks and vulnerabilities. Since this
technology crosses both civilian and military boundaries, creating the potential for increased loss.
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Fogleman, R.R., "Fundamentals of Information Warfare - An Airman's View", Presented to the National Security
Association, National Defense University Foundation Conference on the Global Information Explosion, Washington, D.C.,
May 16, 1995. (26 KB)
General Fogleman discusses the historical and current uses of information in warfare.
Foran, B., "Information Warfare: Attacks on Personal Information", Address to the 91st Annual Canadian Association of
Chiefs of Police Conference, Ottawa, August 26, 1996. (29 KB)
Fredericks, B., "Information Warfare: The Organizational Dimension", Sun Tzu Art of War in Information Warfare
Compendium, Institute for National. Strategic Studies, National Defense University, 1997. (42 KB)
"This paper specifically addresses the role of organizations as an essential element in developing and implementing a
viable IW strategy. To provide a common reference point, the paper begins by defining IW. Next it analyzes the
progress achieved to date in institutionalizing IW by assigning responsibility to specific organizations. Both the
progress achieved within DOD and the significant challenges remaining to be overcome at the interagency level are
examined. The paper concludes with a set of recommendations on how to better organize the IW effort and enable it
to emerge as a decisive element of U.S. national security strategy in the 21st century."
Garigue, R., "Information Warfare: Developing a Conceptual Framework", Draft Discussion Paper. (html)
Develops a basic foundation of information and its role in warfare by proposing a 'conceptual analysis framework'.
General Accounting Office (GAO), "GAO Executive Report - B-266140", Report to the Committee on Governmental
Affairs, U.S. Senate, May 22, 1996. (83 KB)
Detailed report on attacks to U.S. Department of Defense computer systems with recommendations for improved
security.
Gertz, B., "Eligible Receiver", The Washington Times, April 16, 1998. (10 KB)
Report on the a U.S. Government IW exercise to simulate and understand a large scale attack against information
infrastructures.
Gompert, D.C., "Keeping Information Warfare in Perspective", Rand Research Review, Fall 1995.[7 KB)
There is much unknown about the real nature of information warfare and the threats it may pose.
"Information Warfare: A Two-Edged Sword", Rand Research Review, Fall 1995. (9 KB)
Presents the results of a series of simulated information attacks and highlights the differences between traditional and
information warfare.
"Information Security - Computer Attacks at Department of Defense Pose Increasing Risks", GAO Report to
Congressional Requesters, GAO/AIMD-96-84, May 1996. (86 KB)
Congressional Report on intruder penetrations into DoD systems. Documents several specific examples, discusses
current measures to limit access and make recommendations for further improvements.
Haeni, R.E., "An Introduction to Information Warfare", Term Paper Written for Computer Security Systems I, George
Washington University, December 1995. (html 44 KB)
An introductory paper intended for a non-technical audience giving a good overview of information warfare and a
review of the literature.
Harley, J.A., "Information, Technology, and the Center of Gravity", Naval War College Review, Winter 1997. (60 KB)
A good paper on the use of the military concept of Center of Gravity defined as "those characteristics, capabilities, or
localities from which a military force derives its freedom of action, physical strength, or will to fight". Specifically,
the author looks at the use of information as a Center of Gravity.
Information Assurance Task Force, "Risk Assessment of the Electric Power Industry", Executive Summary, March 1997. (6
KB)
"The probability of a nationwide disruption of electric power through electronic intrusion short of a major coordinated
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attack is extremely low, but the potential for short-term disruptions at the regional level is increasing."
Ivefors, G., "Information Warfare: Defeat the Enemy Before Battle - A Warfare Revolution in the 21st Century?",
Linköping University, October 22, 1996. (10 KB)
Overview of information warfare issues, mostly based on Magsig's Information Warfare in the Information Age.
Kluepfel, H., "Countering Non-lethal Information Warfare", Proceedings of the IEEE 29th Annual International
Carnahan Conference on Security Technology, 1995. (26 KB)
Excellent paper on the vulnerabilities faced in information warfare with many specific examples. Discusses the
interdependencies of infrastructure information networks and the potential for a cascading effect of damage from one
network to another.
Konopatzke, K., "Information Warfare, Same Wine, Different Bottle?", Air Chronicles. (6 KB)
Short essay discussing the debate on establishing an information corps as a new branch of the military and use of
information warfare against non-technically advanced countries.
Koprowski, G., "Hacking the Power Grid", Wired News, June 4, 1998. (22 KB)
A good look at the issues involved in attacks against the power generation infrastructure. The article points out that
while an attack may cause some disruption and damage, a true infrastructure attack would be very difficult.
Levin, C., "Statement of Senator Carl Levin (D-Mich) before Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations on DoD's
Vulnerability to Information Warfare", May 22, 1996. (5 KB)
Introductory statement made during hearings in the U.S. Senate.
Lewis, B.C., "Information Warfare", proceeding from the policy conference, A Perspective on Intelligence Reform from
Outside the Beltway, Princeton University, January 1997.(33 KB)
"This report aims to expand upon the work done by the Brown Commission and other recent commissions on the role
of the U.S. Intelligence Community (IC) in advancing our foreign policy interests with and protecting our national
security against information warfare. The Brown Commission dedicates only three paragraphs to affirming a role for
the IC in information warfare policy but, calls for better definition of the role of the Intelligence Community in
collecting information about information warfare threats posed by other countries and non-governmental groups. This
report provides a more in depth context in which to understand "information warfare," discusses offensive and
defensive information warfare and the role of the IC in them, and assesses the adjustment to this Post-Cold War era
national security threat."
Libicki, M., "Mesh and the Net: Speculations on Armed Conflict in an Age of Free Silicon", McNair Papers, March 1994.
(html)
Libicki introduces the concept of a battlefield mesh of small, cheap silicon sensors and analyzes the implications to
current military platforms and organizations as well as the current civilian information net.
Libicki, M., "What is Information Warfare", Strategic Forum, No. 28, May 1995. (html)
This article offers definitions of various information warfare concepts and discusses the U.S.'s vulnerability versus
offensive capabilities.
Libicki, M., "Defending Cyberspace and Other Metaphors", National Defense University Press, February 1997. (html)
A set of essays providing a timely re-assessment of IW.
Luiijf, E., "Information Assurance and the Information Society", Publication no: 1999.503, EICAR 1999 Conference,
Aalborg, Denmark, 1999. (PDF Format)
"This paper discusses "Information Assurance", the civil defense side of "Information Warfare", and the taxonomy of
threat areas in the information age in the 21st century. Currently, governments, society and industry largely neglect
these upcoming information warfare threats. The paper identifies current and forecasted issues to be discussed and
dealt with by politicians, governments, society and industry."
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McKenna, P., "Info Warriors: Battling for Data Dominance in the Fifth Dimension", Airman, September 1996. (13
KB+graphic)
Information will be a primary focus in future conflicts not just as intelligence for battlefield decisions, but as a target
and weapon.
Miller, J.H., "Information Warfare: Issues and Perspectives", Sun Tzu Art of War in Information Warfare Compendium,
Institute for National. Strategic Studies, National Defense University. (42 KB)
A good background article on the current state of thinking concerning information warfare and its context and role in
military strategy.
Minihan, K., "Vulnerabilities of the National Information Infrastructure", Testimony before the U.S. Senate Governmental
Affairs Committee Hearing on Vulnerabilities of the National Information Infrastructure, June 24, 1998. (15 KB)
Key testimony by NSA Director Minihan on the state of infrastructure vulnerability. Includes references to China's
efforts to create an offensive IW capability.
Molander, R.C., Riddile A.S. and Wilson, P.A., "Strategic Information Warfare: A New Face of War", RAND Report,
MR-661-OSD, 1996. (PDF Format)
An in-depth analysis of the issues involved within information warfare in the post-cold war. Issues include cost,
blurring of traditional boundaries between military threats and criminal activities, difficulties in tactical warning,
attack assessment and strategic intelligence, coalitions, and vulnerabilities.
Morris, C., Morris, J. and Baines, T., "Weapons of Mass Protection: Nonleathality, Information Warfare and Airpower in
the Age of Chaos", AirPower Journal, Spring 1995. (58 KB)
Discusses the possibility of using information warfare techniques to overwhelm an enemy in military operations
where lethal force may be politically undesirable such as in peace keeping or other non-war operations.
Overbeck, C., "Pentagon CyberTroops: The National Security Apparatus Gears Up for Infowar", Parascope, 1997. (html)
A three part alternative look at information warfare with a conspiracy twist.
Pasternak, D. and Auster, B.B., "Terrorism at the Touch of a Keyboard", U.S. News Online, July 13, 1998. (10 KB)
This article discusses recent intrusions and threats to critical information systems such as 911 and looks at the results
of the IW exercise named "Eligible Receiver".
Petersen, M.J., "Diving in Headfirst: The Air Force and Information Warfare", Air Chronicles. (5 KB)
A short essay concerning the over emphasis within the U.S. Air Force on information warfare.
Presidential Directive, "The Clinton Administration's Policy on Critical Infrastructure Protection", White Paper, Presidential
Decision Directive 63, May 22, 1998. (36 KB)
"This White Paper explains key elements of the Clinton Administration's policy on critical infrastructure protection."
Pietrucha, B., "US Foes Targeting American Computer Networks", Newsbytes, July 21, 1998. (17 KB)
Report on the testimony of CIA Director George Tenet before the U.S. Senate of the threats to the U.S. information
infrastructure.
Rathmell, A., et al, "The IW Threat from Sub-State Groups: an Interdisciplinary Approach", presented at the Third
International Symposium on Command and Control Research and Technology, Institute for National Strategic Studies
(INSS), National Defense University (NDU), June 17, 1997. (56 KB)
"This paper is concerned with the potential uses by terrorists of Information Warfare techniques. It outlines how an
interdisciplinary approach which combines computer science, strategic studies and political science can facilitate open
source threat assessments of utility to both government and commerce. The paper provides an overview of software
warfare and the activities of hackers before discussing how these techniques and skills may be deployed by sub-state
terrorist groups. Two different types of groups, Gulf-based Islamist radicals and the Provisional Irish Republican
Army, are discussed."
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Rathmell, A., "Cyber-Terrorism: The Shape of Future Conflict", Royal United Service Institute Journal, October 1997. (34
KB)
General look at issues involving IW and its use by non-state organizations.
Riley, P., "E-Strikes and Cyber-Sabotage: Civilian Hackers Go Online to Fight", Fox News, April 15, 1999. (26 KB)
American civilians attack Serbian government computer systems in retaliation for attacks against U.S. and NATO
systems. Discusses some of the implications and effectiveness of this activity.
Robinson, C.A., "Western Infrastructures Face Rogue Data Stream Onslaught", Signal, January 1997. (18 KB)
Article describing the reorganization of the Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) to better streamline
protection of DoD networks and align with protection of information infrastructures.
Round, W.O. and Rudolph, E.L. Jr., "Defining Civil Defense in the Information Age", Strategic Forum, No. 46, September
1995. (15 KB)
Discusses problems related to National Defense in the information age in which traditional defense mechanisms are
obsolete.
Saarelainen, M.J., "Information Warfare and Its Impacts on Commercial Enterprises", December 6, 1996.(9 KB)
Discusses the broad threat of information warfare to commercial networks and the need for proper controls and
protection.
Schneider, B.R. and Grinter, L.E., eds., "Battlefield of the Future: 21st Century Warfare Issues", Air University Press,
September 1995.(html)
An online collection of essays on future trends in warfare including weapons of mass destruction and includes two
essays on Information Warfare Issues.
Schwartau, W., "Information Warfare Is not InfoSec Repackaged", NCSA News, April 1996. (8 KB)
Mr. Schwartau defends his writing of Information Warfare: Chaos on the Electronic Superhighway and discusses the
difference between information warfare and information security.
Schwartau, W., "The Ethics of Civil Defense and Info Warfare", NCSA News, June 1996. (15 KB)
Discusses the vulnerability of the information infrastructure to attack and the lack of any clear policy or discussion of
how systems should be defended.
Schwartau, W., "Class III Information Warfare: Has It Begun?", terrorism-list, 1996. (4 KB)
Commentary on organized attacks on financial institutions.
Smith, G., "An Electronic Pearl Harbor? Not Likely", Issues in Science and Technology Online, Fall 1998. (37 KB)
Mr. Smith provides a critical look at some of the claims of potential damage from information warfare including the
propensity for alarmist and exaggerated statistics.
Stein, G.J., "Information Warfare" , Airpower Journal, Spring 1995. (33 KB)
A general overview of information warfare with historical military context.
"Strategic War...In Cyberspace", Rand Research Brief, January 1996. (8 KB)
A summary of research published in "Strategic Information Warfare: A New Face of War".
Sundaravaradan, D., "India's National Security and Defense Preparedness", March 17, 1998. (29 KB)
High level discussion of India's major defense issues with a few references to information and telecommunication
threats.
Sundarji, K., "Wars of the Near Future", Asia Week, January 9, 1998.(6 KB)
A short but good article on the the use of IW techniques by small groups or individuals.
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Szafranski, R., "A Theory of Information Warfare: Preparing for 2020", Airpower Journal, Spring 1995. (50 KB)
Discussion of information warfare in the broader context of warfare in general and how it may be applied at both the
strategic and operational levels.
Tenet, G.J., "Hearing on Current and Projected National Security Threats", Testimony Before the Senate Select Committee
on Intelligence Hearing on Current and Projected National Security Threats, January 28, 1998.(34 KB)
Presents the current CIA perspective on information warfare plus highlights some issues of technology in other areas
of national security concern such as organized crime.
Tenet, G.J., "Senate Testimony", before the U.S. Senate Committee on Government Affairs, June 24, 1998. (21 KB)
Outlines the growing dependence of the United States on information systems and the subsequent threat this creates.
Also, discusses terrorist threats.
Thomas, K., "A Revolution in Military Affairs", Research and Analysis, Issue No. 5, March 1996. (34 KB)
A look at information warfare and technological changes in terms of a Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA) from an
Australian perspective.
Thomas, T.L., "Russian Views on Information-Based Warfare", Airpower Journal, Special Edition 1996. (46 KB)
This article attempts to define the Russian understanding of the term information warfare and explores the impact of
the information revolution on the Russian military. Like the US, the Russian army is still discussing terminology,
concepts, and policy, and has no authoritative definitions or doctrine to offer the international community. In fact,
until it catches up with the West in the information technology arena, Russia may be content to use the nuclear
deterrent to offset the possibility of anyone using an information operation against it, as the introductory quote to this
section demonstrates. Such an option is dangerous for everyone.
Thompson, R., Jr., "Information Warfare", DACS Newsletter, Spring 1996. (6 KB + graphics)
A short but good overview of information warfare. In particular, a good discussion and graphics on exactly where
information warfare affects infrastructure interests and how it would trigger potential combat situations.
Waller, D., "Onward Cyber Soldiers", Time, Vol. 146, No. 8, August 21, 1995. (22 KB)
Broad discussion of various aspects of information and current vulnerabilities including recent and potential intrusions
related to national security.
Ware, W.H., "The Cyber-Posture of the National Information Infrastructure", RAND, Report Number MR-976-OSTP, 1997.
(82 KB)
"This report discusses the vulnerability of the national information infrastructure to external attacks and other kinds of
disruptions. It assesses the extent of the data available for measuring this threat and discusses steps that private
industry and the federal government can take to reduce national vulnerability."
Westwood, C.J., "Military Information Operations in a Conventional Warfare Environment", APCS Paper Number 47,
Air Power Studies Centre, Royal Australian Air Force.(72 KB)
The author introduces the concept of Military Information Operations (MIO) which is defined as the information tools
and techniques used as weapons against conventional military operations. Of particular interest is the analysis of The
Principles of Information Operations.
White House, "Critical Infrastructure Protection", Presidential Executive Order, July 15, 1996. (11 KB)
Executive Order establishing the President's Commission on Critical Infrastructure Protection to advise the President
on the threat to the U.S. information infrastructure and necessary actions for protection.
Wilson, M., "Terrorism in a New World--Evolution in Revolution", e-Prints, Federation of American Scientists,, 1994. (8
KB)
A look at how terrorists can exploit new technologies; from telecommunications to encryption.
Wilson, M., "Hardwar, Softwar, Wetwar: Operational Objectives of Information Warfare". e-Prints, Federation of
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American Scientists, 1995. (18 KB)
Interesting discussion of IW threats and how they may affect society. Mr. Wilson discusses IW threats other than
Denial of Service.
Wilson, M., "Terrorism in a New World--Evolution in Revolution", ENN Daily News, September 24, 1996. (9 KB)
Excellent look at the evolving motives and methods of terrorists and how computers and networks can be used for
communications, background checks and targeting.
Wilson, M., "Considering the Net as an Intelligence Tool". e-Prints, Federation of American Scientists, 1996. (51 KB)
Discussion of how online information may be used for intelligence activities and its implications including computer
crime, information warfare and terrorism.
Wilson, M., "First Steps Toward a Defense". e-Prints, Federation of American Scientists, 1996. (26 KB)
Overview of key areas required to defend against IW threats.
Yeary, L.M., "Hackerwar and Its Influence on the Marine Expeditionary Force Commander", e-Prints, Federation of
American Scientists, May 6, 1996. (89 KB)
"The Marine Expeditionary Force (MEF) Commander is increasingly dependent upon the availability of accurate,
reliable data. The MEF Commander must be aware of the threat to his information systems, and place a greater
emphasis on Information Systems Operations Security as a major part of his over all command and control warfare
(C2W) design. In order to do so, it is imperative that he understand the very basic facts surrounding information
warfare as it relates to C2W, and more specifically, the threat of hackerwar invasions. Just as imperative is the
examination of current and future plans for Marine Corps policies on computer and information system security,
evaluating the adequacy of Operations Security (OPSEC) in relation to hacker attacks. "
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